
 

 
 

 

SECTION 3: ANNUAL PLAN for 2019 

 
 
 

What is going on for our Māori learners? 
What is going on for boys? 

❏ Learners can identify their own learning dispositions  
❏ Supporting teachers to develop a deeper 

understanding of learner agency and differentiation. 
❏ Re-developing our localised curriculum 
❏ Supporting priority learners where they make 

accelerated learning progress 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Outcomes for 2019: 
1. To develop ‘Differentiation’ as a teaching tool and 

‘Learner Agency’ that empowers students as learners.  

2. To grow capability leadership to support the 
development of learner agency and differentiation.  

 

 
 
 
 

 



 
 

SECTION 3: ANNUAL PLAN for 2019  
 

STRATEGIC GOAL 1:  
BUILDING leadership capability so all students can achieve their potential.  

Strategic Outcomes: 

● Grow collaborative, reflective leadership that empowers a collective team approach          
towards our shared vision for learners. 

● Continually embed the ‘Spiral of Inquiry’ as a process for building reflective teacher             
practice and accelerating priority learners progress.  

● Embed a mindset of internal evaluation as we explore future learning opportunities for 
students, while continually improving in the Core Learning areas.  

● The Board of Trustees will support the teaching team by building their understanding             
of about what is going well with teaching and learning, and why, and what is not going                 
well and why. 

1. Every member of the Stratford Primary Team will contribute to the  strategic 
direction of the school. 

2. The ‘Spiral of Inquiry’ will be aligned to Teaching as an Inquiry  from the New 
Zealand Curriculum and the ‘Standards of Teaching’. 

3. Internal evaluation utilising ERO process and outcomes indicators will enable 
the Leadership Team and Board of Trustees to sustain and improve learning 
outcomes for all students. 

4. SPS is perceived as an innovative learning school by the community, which 
attracts and retains a high quality teaching team. 

5. The Board of Trustees are able to strategically resource professional 
development that improves teacher practice and student learning outcomes. 

Team: Who is responsible; When will this be completed; 
Budget/Resource; What will we do.  

Progress Expected Outcomes Ongoing progress/next steps 
and wonderings:  

● Term 2, Term 3, Term 4 
   

Internal Evaluation: Led by Jason Elder, Aaron Moore and Deb Campbell 
(Leadership Team) 
Weekly Leadership Meetings 
Budget: 3020 Principal PD, 3030 Staff PD, 3035 DP/AP PD, 3401 Bank 
Staffing 

1. The Leadership Team will continually review and evaluate the 
effectiveness of schoolwide teacher and learning programmes, 
release, PD, systems and student assessment data. 

2. The Leadership Team will support the development of Learner 
Agency/differentiation, making AIM High live on a daily basis and 
ensure school wide systems are effectively being followed through 
collaborative practice.  

   How do we know what we are doing is         
enhancing student learning? To what     
extent is this being influenced by      
teacher inquiries?  

● Reading, writing & 
mathematics data 

● PB4L data 
● Student voice around 

empowerment and 
engagement.  

ERO Leadership Indicators used by the      
Leadership Team to evaluate progress     
throughout the year. 
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SECTION 3: ANNUAL PLAN for 2019  
 

STRATEGIC GOAL 1: BUILDING leadership capability so all students can achieve their potential (Continued).  

Team: Who is responsible; When will this be completed; 
Budget/Resource; What will we do.  

Progress Expected Outcomes Ongoing progress/next steps 
and wonderings:  

● Term 2, Term 3, Term 4 
   

CoL: Led by Jason Elder  
To participate and contribute to the Central Taranaki Community of 
Learning with the aim of raising equity and excellence across the 
community: 

1. Goal to be set in February when new achievement challenge is 
developed. 

2. To participate in the NITS/CoL Cluster.  
3. Principal, Deputy Principals and Associate Principals will work on 

developing leadership and collaboration with practical application 
at classroom and team level via a professional learning group. 

4. Deputy/Associate Principals to strengthen/deepen professional 
dialogue via Practice Analysis Conversations (PAC). 

   Evidence: 
Achievement Challenge (TBC): 

- Writing 
- Mathematics 

 

Teacher Inquiries: Led by Sonia Rova, Karen McDonald, Jason Dombroski, 
and Chad Jacob (Team Leaders) 
Fortnightly Meetings, Timeframe: Ongoing, Budget= 3401 Bank Staffing, 
3030 Professional Development. 

1. Team Leaders develop their leadership capability to better 
support teachers with their inquiries and priority learners.  

2. Reading Text: The Innovator's Mindset (chapters); Selected 
readings around differentiation and learner agency. 

3. Exploring ways Team Leaders can support teachers through 
deliberate leadership actions.  

a. Ongoing dialogue and reflections with the support of the 
Leadership Team and an External Support Person.  

b. External Provider to work with the Team Leaders  (x1) per 
term. 

c. Professional development: Aspiring Leaders and NPPA 

   Evidence: 
Students: Student voice illustrates how     
they are becoming better learners. 

Observations: Learner Agency and 
Differentiation is being developed into 
classroom routines. 

Formative assessment: Tier 1 learners 
are being challenged and extended → 
Gold+. Tier 2 learners make accelerated 
progress in reading, writing and math. 
Tier 3 and 4 learners make progress as 
evident in their IEP’s. 

Inquiries: Reflective practice of teachers 
as they share their inquiries with each 
other. Growth of leadership coaching.  
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SECTION 3: ANNUAL PLAN for 2019  
 

 

STRATEGIC GOAL 2:  
PRIORITISING the first four Years of a child’s schooling so they achieve 
success with Stratford Primary School Standards. 

Strategic Outcomes: 

● Continually adapt and strengthen teaching approaches to meet the changing needs of            
students.  

● Regularly evaluate the core curriculum areas of Literacy and Mathematics in order to             
ensure best practice across SPS.  

● Regularly review the transition process from Early Childhood to Year 1 to ensure we are               
meeting the changes needs of new students starting at SPS. 

● Resource areas where disparity is evident and/or student learning is being affected. 

● Leadership will build teacher and resource capability to accelerate student learning           
beyond more than one year of progress. 

1. All Year 8 learners are meeting or exceeding the Stratford Primary School            
Standards in Core Learning Areas (Reading, Writing and Mathematics). 

2. There is consistent teacher knowledge and practice in the Core Learning           
Areas. 

3. New Entrant students have a positive transition from Early Childhood to           
Primary School. 

4. A positive learning partnership is established with parents and whānau. They           
know how well their child is engaged in learning and how they are achieving.  

5. Board of Trustees strategic resources are improving learning outcomes for all           
students.  

Team: Who is responsible; When will this be completed; 
Budget/Resource; What will we do.  

Progress Expected Outcomes ● Ongoing progress/next 
steps and wonderings:  

● Term 2, Term 3, Term 4 
   

Playbased Learning Curriculum (Yr 1-2):  Led by Sonia Rova 
1. Playbased programme refined to fit the needs of students at 

Stratford Primary School (Led by Sonia Rova). This involves 
developing the school based theory behind what teachers are 
doing as well as providing teachers with ongoing feedback around 
their Playbased Teaching. Coaching Plan developed (Feb, Term 1), 
where teachers receive ongoing feedback from the Team Leader 
each term (two coaching sessions either observing the teacher 
and/or watching the Team Leader in practice). 

 
 
 

   Road Map Description: 
The role of the teacher in a 
playbased programme is clearly 
defined in relation to social coaching 
(teaching), planning (that links to 
the key competencies and 
curriculum) and learners progress 
against the Year 0 and Year 2 
checkpoints (Completed by the end 
of Term 2). 
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SECTION 3: ANNUAL PLAN for 2019  
 

STRATEGIC GOAL 2: PRIORITISING the first four Years of a child’s schooling so they achieve success with Stratford Primary School Standards 
(Continued). 

Team: Who is responsible; When will this be completed; 
Budget; What will we do.  

Progress Expected Outcomes ● Ongoing progress/next 
steps and wonderings:  

● Term 2, Term 3, Term 4 
   

This programme will include: 
a. How learner data is collected. 
b. Roles clearly defined: what does Playbased Teaching look 

like (e.g. social coaching) 
c. Planning templates 
d. Integrated approaches to the Curriculum. 

 

   Reporting to the Leadership Team:  
●PMI completed by Week 9 of each 

term (Terms 1-3). 
● Sessions are video and added to a       

drive so teachers can self     
reflection on their practice.  

Questions for Inquiries:  
●Define what readiness to learn 

looks like 
●What is the data telling us? 
●With Playbased Learning, what 

have we gained/ improved on, 
what have we lost/declined on? 
What do we not know and do not 
know?  

 

2. In School Teacher(s): Led by Kate Mills 
Oral language coach used to embed best practice and support 
teachers with differentiating programmes for learners. 

a. Plan developed as part of the Oral Language Teams focus. 
b. Structured coaching programme occurs in a timely 

fashion, which is protected to avoid disruptions. 
c. The Oral Language Coach follows a model for providing 

feedback to teachers, which is based around key 
indicators for Oral Language  

 

   Outcome: Oral language indicators 
confirmed. Data shows learners are 
making accelerated practice with their 
oral language development. 

Coaching Plan: Consistency in teacher 
practice around assessing, planning and 
teaching to accelerate learners with oral 
language difficulties (embedded across 
the curriculum). 

The level of depth in the reflections 
made by the oral language coach 
through their inquiry. 
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SECTION 3: ANNUAL PLAN for 2019  
 

 

STRATEGIC GOAL 3:  
EMBEDDING learner agency & differentiation to empower students. 

Strategic Outcomes: 

● Teams will develop a Stratford Primary School pedagogy (utilising theory and practice) 
based around learner agency and differentiation.  

● Teams will embed learner agency and differentiation into planning, teaching, 
assessment and classroom routines.  

● The local school learning environment will support ‘real experiences’ that engage and 
empower students in their learning.  

● A Year 5-8 student focus group will be consulted on a regular basis to determine the 
success of changes made to learning programmes.  

● Individual Education Plans (I.E.P) will enable flexible and informal ways of reporting to 
parents, whānau and caregivers.  

1. Students are engaged and empowered in their learning. This is evident from 
student feedback in Years 5-8 that occurs at the end of Term 1, 2 and 3.  

2. Ongoing parent and whānau feedback will determine the success and 
direction of reporting processes for I.E.P. 

3. Māori students (and boys) have a strong sense of belonging, which is 
reflected in attendance rates that average 90%. 

4. Internal evaluation by School Leadership provides the BoT with high quality 
information, in a timely and ongoing way, that supports decision making. 

STRATEGIC GOAL 4:  
CREATING a future focused curriculum so all learners become well 
rounded people. 

Strategic Outcomes: 

● Create a Future Focused Curriculum that engages and empowers students through 
learning partnerships. 

● Flip the curriculum around so the values and key competencies of the New Zealand 
Curriculum are the drivers of a Future Focused Curriculum Programme. 

● Move from a knowledge base curriculum to a Big Idea Curriculum that is based around 
the key concepts of Citizenship, Globalisation, Enterprise, Financial Literacy and 
Sustainability. 

● Evaluate then modify the Technology Education programme so it is focused on the 
future work competencies needed for students. 

● Review and modify traditional learning programmes. 
 

1. Students develop the learning dispositions that enable them to be engaged           
and empowered learners. 

2. All Year 8 learners are meeting or exceeding the Stratford Primary School            
Standards in Core Learning Areas. 

3. Students will learn how to inquire and question current local, National and            
International issues that affect people and the environment we live in. 

4. Students are able to communicate effectively in a social and/or digital           
community. 

5. SPS Learners have access to effective teaching and learning of te reo Māori 
and other languages that interest them. 
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SECTION 3: ANNUAL PLAN for 2019  
 

STRATEGIC GOAL 3: EMBEDDING learner agency & differentiation to empower students (Continued). 

STRATEGIC GOAL 4: CREATING a future focused curriculum so all learners become well rounded people 

Team: Who is responsible; When will this be completed; 
Budget; What will we do. 

Progress Expected Outcomes ● Ongoing progress/next 
steps and wonderings:  

● Term 2, Term 3, Term 4 
   

Learner Agency: Led by Deb Campbell with the Learner Agency Team; 
Supported by Individual Classroom Teachers.  
1. Theory: Teachers are supported to build a deeper theoretical 

understanding of the principles of Learner Agency and Differentiation.  

2. Effective Routines: The teachers are supported to develop effective 
routines based on the principles of Learner Agency and Differentiation.  

3. Teaching Units: As part of the development of learner agency, teachers 
will take risks around exploring broader concepts that engage learners 
in local, national and international issues.  

4. Curriculum Model: The Learner Agency Team will explore a model that 
incorporates Big Ideas (Concepts) and Content - Process - Product. 

5. Milestones: The CoL is also looking to develop a Year 8 Leavers Profile. 
The Vision for SPS is also being revised to include parent and whānau 
voice around what they hope Year 8 leavers to have achieved as a Year 
8 and as an adult.  As part of this review, teachers will use Milestones 
to engage in learning conversations with parents, whānau and learners 
in 2019 to develop milestones.  

a. Goal setting: First day of Term 1, 2019. 
b. Teachers and students to assess progress using the  milestones 

as they develop learner agency within classroom routines. 
c. Milestones used to set goals for IEP’s and during student led 

conferences.  

6. Teacher/Leadership Inquiries: Inquiries discussed on a planned basis at 
staff meetings. Planned sharing of inquiries across teams. Teachers 
following guidelines, while leadership inquiries for,at developed. 

   Shared Pedagogy: Teachers develop 
a shared understanding of Learner 
Agency and Differentiation.  

Schoolwide Routines: Schoolwide 
expectations for classroom routines 
are reviewed, clarified and updated. 

Class trips: Term 2 and 3: Class trip 
to hook learners into a new Big Idea 
(Concept). Teams engage learners in 
3 x 4 week units that explore Big 
Ideas (concepts) over the year.  

Student Learning: How many 
learners have achieved Gold Status? 
How many Māori/Boys? How many 
learners know their own learning 
dispositions? 

Dispositions (Milestones): 
Refinement of the learning 
dispositions (Milestones), where the 
Year 8 dispositions align to the 
Kahui ako CoL. 

Inquiries: Inquiries are shared each 
term, where evidence is linked to 
student learning and/or teaching 
coaching/ mentoring outcomes. 
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SECTION 3: ANNUAL PLAN for 2019  
 

STRATEGIC GOAL 3: EMBEDDING learner agency & differentiation to empower students (Continued). 

STRATEGIC GOAL 4: CREATING a future focused curriculum so all learners become well rounded people (Continued). 

Team: Who is responsible; When will this be completed; 
Budget; What will we do. 

Progress Expected Outcomes ● Ongoing progress/next 
steps and wonderings:  

● Term 2, Term 3, Term 4 
   

Professional Development with Bek Galloway and Ben Laybourn  
Led by Deborah Campbell with support from the Leadership Team. 
Budget:  
 
Across School Teacher: (TW) 
Providing a critical lens to support teachers to grow their understanding 
and practical application of learner agency and differentiation.  

1. Planned in class visits with follow up reflective dialogue (Yrs 5-8).  

   Dispositions: Stages of progress 
Vision: Engaged and empowered 
learner → driver to all decisions we 
make 
Enhanced collaborative teacher 
pedagogy in applying Learner 
Agency and Differentiation. 

 

Gifted and Talented Inquiry: Tracy White 
When: Weeks 1-10 from 9-11pm 
Budget: 0265 Extension Classrooms 

1. Learners with special abilities and talents will be identified from 
Year 5-8. 

2. A 5 week programme will be developed, where these learners 
skills and talents have been extended into other real contexts. 
They will inquire into Big Idea concepts and follow the Content → 
Process → Product model of learning.  

   1. Planning and evaluation of the 
programme (Tracy White). 

2. Inquiry questions for the 
students to evaluate and then 
present to the school at 
assembly: 
- How have our skills and 

talents been transferred to 
real life contexts? 

- Assembly: Week 7 or 8 

 

Gifted and Talented Competitions: Tracy White 
When: Weeks 1-5 from 9-11pm 
Budget: 0265 Extension Classrooms 

1. Learners are provided the opportunity to practice their skills and 
talents before the competitions: 

a. NSW Testing: Looking at previous questions 
b. EPro8 Challenge 
c. Debating Teams, Methanex Challenge, Police Challenge. 

   1. Programme developed shared 
with the Leadership Team. 

2. Student voice: How did this 
practice enhance their 
preparation for the 
competitions? Complete after 
each 5 week block and share 
with the Leadership Team. 
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SECTION 3: ANNUAL PLAN for 2019  
 

STRATEGIC GOAL 3: EMBEDDING learner agency & differentiation to empower students (Continued). 

STRATEGIC GOAL 4: CREATING a future focused curriculum so all learners become well rounded people (Continued). 

Team: Who is responsible; When will this be completed; 
Budget; What will we do. 

Progress Expected Outcomes ● Ongoing progress/next 
steps and wonderings:  

● Term 2, Term 3, Term 4 
   

SENCO: Sheenagh Fairclough 
ICS Coaching (Weekly), x2 1-1 with teachers each term. 
Budget: 3440 Special Needs TA 

1. In class support: Support teachers to differentiate programmes for 
students on ICS or who missed out in 2018. Model and scaffold to 
teachers in class, in 1-1 planning sessions and through workshops 
held each term (more regular support for sustainability). 

2. Completed in November when the school is notified about the 
2020 ICS intake. 

   1. 6-10 students receive in-class 
support in 2020. 

2. Weekly in class coaching by the 
SENCO improved 
differentiation for ICS students. 

3. This process will be moderated 
by the SENCO Team. 

4. Evidence of ‘reflection in 
action’ from the SENCO and 
Teachers who have students 
identified as needing ICS. 

 

SENCO: Sheenagh Fairclough 
Workshop x 1 per term, ORS Coaching (Weekly),  x2 1-1 with teachers each 
term. 
Budget: 3440 Special Needs TA 

1. Teachers will be supported with a series of workshops that 
promote best practice around narrative assessment, working with 
teachers aides to improve learning outcomes, inclusive practice 
and developing differentiated plans for SENCO students. When: x1 
each term, planned on the school calendar.  

2. The SENCO will share one students plan at each SENCO Meeting 
for Term 1 and Term 2. This will then be repeated in Term 3 and 4. 
Any applications for ORS, High Health and ESOL will be moderated 
by the SENCO Team. 

 

   1. Each SENCO Learner will have a 
learning portfolio that 
illustrates a high level of 
inclusive practice, 
differentiation and learning 
progress they are making in 
the classroom. 

2. Weekly in class coaching by the 
SENCO improves Narrative 
assessment and differentiation 
for ORS students. 

3. This process will be moderated 
by the SENCO Team. 

4. Evidence of ‘reflection in 
action’ from the SENCO and 
Teachers who have student. 
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SECTION 3: ANNUAL PLAN for 2019  
 

STRATEGIC GOAL 3: EMBEDDING learner agency & differentiation to empower students (Continued). 

STRATEGIC GOAL 4: CREATING a future focused curriculum so all learners become well rounded people (Continued). 

Team: Who is responsible; When will this be completed; 
Budget; What will we do. 

Progress Expected Outcomes ● Ongoing progress/next 
steps and wonderings:  

● Term 1, Term 2, Term 3 
   

Literacy and Mathematics Teams: Core Teams 
- Shared understanding of writing, reading and mathematics progressions 

for the Stratford Primary School Standards 
- Common language used for goal setting in writing and mathematics. 
- Assessment practices updated and staff have a shared understanding 

 

   Literacy & Mathematics Outcomes:  
1. Improved teacher knowledge of the 

learning progressions. 
2. Improved accuracy of OTJ data due 

to team consistencies.  
3. Student led goal setting in writing 

and mathematics. 

 

Kaupapa Maori Team: Connected Teams 
When: 2-3 meetings per term. 
Design the Hub so it is easy to use, easy to find and against the curriculum levels for 
Karakia, Waiata, Short phrases, Schoolwide pepeha expectations. Teachers can 
select from the above levels what is best depending on teacher capability and 
students level of understanding.School Powhiri for new students and whanau. 

   Kaupapa Maori Team Outcomes: 
1. See Performance Expectations. 
2. Moving from one word to longer 

phrases in te reo Māori. 
3. Students understand the purpose of 

Powhiri. 

 

Enviro Team: Connected Teams 
When: 2-3 meetings per term. 
Everyone knowing how to recycle - staff, teachers, children, parent. Knowing what we need to 

do to get to green/gold -every child and every adult. Ensuing that every class has a focus and 

gets out at least once a week. Perhaps at buddy time. Getting outside in the environment. All 

children having a strong sense of connection to our outside environment. Living and breathing 

MANAAKITANGA. Environmental sustainability is part of all our decisions and everything we 

do. (Office, tech, curriculum purchases, treasure box treats, board etc etc). School wide look 

into the lunches our kids are given? Educating our parents about good food choices. Focus on 

different cultures - within our school, within our classes. Integrating all our units back to 

enviro/sustainability.. More of a focus on the weekly enviro award - how can classes win this? 

Co Construct a list together.. Printing - how can this be managed better. Laminating? 

   Enviro Team Outcomes: 
1. Green-Gold 
2. Teachers support learners to 

understand the five guiding 
principles → then they develop class 
routines which based around the 
Kaupapa of Enviroschools (e.g. This 
is how we do things around here at 
SPS), and action sustainable 
practices into daily classroom 
routines.  

3. Sustainability is integrated into unit 
work; classes are using the school 
environment to learn from on a 
regular basis e.g.  Every learner 
knows the five guiding principles.  
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SECTION 3: ANNUAL PLAN for 2019  
 

STRATEGIC GOAL 3: EMBEDDING learner agency & differentiation to empower students (Continued). 

STRATEGIC GOAL 4: CREATING a future focused curriculum so all learners become well rounded people (Continued). 

Team: Who is responsible; When will this be completed; 
Budget; What will we do. 

Progress Expected Outcomes ● Ongoing progress/next 
steps and wonderings:  

● Term 2, Term 3, Term 4 
   

Learner Agency Team: Connected Teams 
When: 2-3 meetings per term. 
Run workshops around the use of Hapara Dashboard. Introduce the new 
digital curriculum and cybersafety site in staff meetings. Develop the 
Learner Hubs. Support around using/updating  the Learner Hubs. Every 
team have a way to communicate/share work with whanau (e.g. Yr ½  - 
Seesaw, Yr ⅞ - Google sites). Support each classroom teacher to scaffold 
the bronze. 

   Learning Agency Outcomes 
Learning Hub created that has: 
● Common Language for literacy 

and math 
● Learning progressions for 

Literacy, Mathematics and Key 
Competencies 

● Smorgasbord options 
● Learning connections with 

home.  

 

PB4L Team: Connected Teams 
Review the Anti Bullying Survey information from 2018 from students and 
parents.  
Team meetings: Feeding back and forward from team meetings e.g. always 
on the agenda to get consistency in practice (Communicate with other 
curriculum teams). Tier 2 Plan developed by the PB4L Team to embed 
consistent practice across the school. Share key learning during our 
workshops throughout the year and the BoT.  PB4L conference - Friday 
30th - 31 August. Anti Bullying consultation in Term 3.  
 

   Tier 2 Outcomes: 
● Finalise Tier 2 behaviour 

identification process. e.g. for 
BIPS 

● Liaise with ENVIRO to 
introduce Tui 

● Develop coaching model to 
support teachers with 
behaviour management. 

● Develop interventions before a 
BIP 

● Develop a poster to be put up 
in classroom to serve as a 
reminder of the basic 
expectations of PB4L. 
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SECTION 3: ANNUAL PLAN for 2019  
 

Stratford Primary School: Triennial Programme/Board Annual Work Plan (2018) 

Review Evaluation Review/ Evaluate Feb March May June August Sept Nov Dec 

Strategic Decisions  
(NAG 2, 7 & 8) 

Charter/BoT Election Chair Elected 
Charter approved, 
sent to MoE by ⅓ 

 

Confirm Charter has 
been received by the 

MoE 

 Annual Report 
available for Parents 

(+ Online) 
BoT Election 

BoT Induction 

 Updated Strategic 
Section for 2020+ 

 Analysis of Variance  
Annual Plan  

Policy Review 
(Governance)  

Health & Safety  
Delegation Policy 
Enrolment Policy 
Board Work Plan  

Employee Discipline 
Policy 

BoT Induction Plan 

BoT Induction Plan  Personnel Policy 
Appointments Policy 

Anti Bullying Policy 
Child Safety  

 

Policy Principals 
Performance Man 

Policy 

Self Review 
Framework for 2020 

Complaints Policy 

Policy Review 
(Operational)  

ERO Indicators  Reporting to Parents 
and whānau  

  Digital Citizenship 
Policy 

  

 
Strategic Review 
(NAG 1-2) 

Consultation  Vision Statement 
Gifted and Talented 

Komiti Matua 
Meeting Report 

 Komiti Matua 
Meeting Report 

Anti Bullying 
Health Education 

Komiti Matua 
Meeting Report 

 

Annual Plan Review   Annual Plan Report  Annual Plan Report  Annual Plan 2020 Annual Plan 2020 

Monitoring and 
Evaluation of 
Learning  
(NAG 1) 

Student Assessment   Schoolwide Results 
Learning Targets 

 Schoolwide Results 
Learning Targets 

 Schoolwide Results 
Learning Targets 

Schoolwide Results 
Learning Targets 

Curriculum Review RTLiT Report (Helen) Learner Agency 
(Deb) 

PB4L (Jason.D/ 
Aaron) 

Team Leaders 
Inquiry 

Learner Agency (Deb/ 
Jess) 

Oral Language, ALIM 
Inquiry 

PB4L Learner Agency (Deb 

Monitoring and 
Evaluation of Other 
National 
Administration 
Guidelines  
(NAG 3-6) 

Human Resources Appraisal System 2019 Principal 360 completed Principal PA Report 
Principal PA 
Updated PA 

Staff Appraisal Update Principal Mid Report Staffing for 2020 Staff Appraisal Update 
Appointments 2020 

 

Finance Committee Nov/Dec Accounts 
Bank Staffing 

 

Jan Accounts 
Bank Staffing 

Budget Approved 

Feb/March Accounts 
Bank Staffing 

Approve Audit 

April Accounts 
Bank Staffing 

May/June Accounts 
Bank Staffing 
Adjust Budget 

July Accounts 
Bank Staffing 
Asset Register 

Aug/Sept Accounts 
Bank Staffing 
Draft Budget 

Oct Accounts 
Audit Prep 

Property  Report  Report  Report  Report  Report  Report  Report  Report  

Health & Safety Nov/Dec Report  Jan Report Feb/March Report April Report May/June Report July Report Aug/Sept Report Oct Report 

Attendance, Stand 
Down and 
Suspension Report 

Stand Down & 
Suspension Report 
Attendance Term 4  

Stand Down & 
Suspension Report 

Stand Down & 
Suspension Report 
Attendance Term 1 

Stand Down & 
Suspension Report 

Stand Down & 
Suspension Report 
Attendance Term 2 

Stand Down & 
Suspension Report 
2020 School Year 

Stand Down & 
Suspension Report 
Attendance Term 3 

Stand Down & 
Suspension Report 

 

# The Chair is elected at the first meeting of each year unless it is an election year.  # Areas that have been completed 
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